
I am in a van waiting to get some cheap gasoline but there is a long queue and I decide to step out. As I do so another drive tells me to look after the stuff I left inside. I actually don't care that much but he keeps pointing at my laptop saying that it can be stolen and at last makes it fall down.

I am in our Dutch house seating next to a Swedish artist. She starts holding my hand but I want to use it to put small stickers on my daughter nails to write her name. All the letters are different and the result is not so pretty but my daughter leaves and my friend tries to hold my hand again.

I am checking on my phone pictures of my project museum. Many of are in the snow and I found one in which there is only half of the structure standing. I then realize that it is only a rendering and that we originally decided to make it like that. I also see another rendering in another place.

I am working on my museum with the architect and my son. They are actually examining the inside and I look at them from the outside when I hear a lot of people surrounding me. Among them are some journalists taking pictures and I decide to begin the work setting up the facades. 

I am in my parents garage trying to get out my new tractor. It is inside another garage and I try to understand which car I have to move to get it out. I finally decide to try to move my mother's small car even though it has a trailer connected in the back and it might tilt when I try to back up. 

I am in a building apartment setting up the camera to film some renovation work. I then use a ladder to go to the third floor and a friend hands me a device I have to attach to the wall. I actually don't have the proper screws and as I try out to squeeze one I hope the camera has stopped filming. 

I am walking on a dirt road with a woman who is very impressed with two old English ladies walking ahead of us. We actually reach the sea but there is a high tide and there is no beach left. I then propose to go to the river on the opposite side but the water there is dirty and it is full of shells.

I am in the Japanese capitol walking with a local through a market. As I expected the stands are full of root fruits and I see one lady peeling them. The guy makes me walk behind her and as we get back on the main road I realize that he just stole a peel and plans to use it as a pocket knife.

I am with a girl walking inside a big technology stand. We are actually seen to close to a big TV on display and two guards come to arrest us. I then rush forward with the girl and make her walk out of an exit. She suddenly stops and I rush alone through a glass door and then under a counter.

I am on a bridge listening to a radio presenter seating on the edge and talking about the importance of interviewing people with a mixed cultural background. He actually mentions that he is originally from Northern Europe and I try to talk to him in Swedish but he does not understand me.  

I am walking in a Dutch school with my daughter. We are looking for her new class and I talk to her in Italian but a teacher thinks I am talking to her. I keep on talking Italian and we walk in a corridor. At last we find her new classroom crowded with kids and without any windows.

I am in a hotel room with the Italian clerk who helped me to get the permissions to build my museum. As we walk out together I realize that I just helped curating an exhibition for the city-hall where he works. He tells me that they already had similar exhibitions and it nothing so special.

I am in my Venetian apartment entering the bathroom waiting for the light to turn on. I then get on the bath tub to check the window holder that has broken. There are a lot of pieces welded together but realize that the actual holder has been ripped off. I then walk out and meet my tenants. 

I am in the attic of our Dutch house with two Arab girls and my Neapolitan friend. The latter is in love with one of them and start kissing her when the door rings. It is actually a taxi driver he booked but he wants to stay with the girl. The latter in the end decides to get on the taxi with him. 

I am walking with my twin sister in the countryside and see an abandoned house. We actually have a long rope with us and she wants to try to make a swing inside. I go in with her and find an identical rope already hanging from the ceiling but hear that there is still a family living there.

I am in a barn with the son of my mother's gynecologist. He is actually moving hay with a wheelbarrow further inside to feed the calves. As I also plan to help him the owner arrives and I realize that the gynecologist's son was never there before. The owner anyway starts working on his side.

I am with a boy and a girl walking up the staircase of my mother's condominium. I invite them to come in but the girl is too shy. I then tell her we will only drink some tea together and she agrees. As we seat in the kitchen I notice the bad state of the house and how poor my parents became.

I am in a park with my girlfriend and we look at the primary school where our daughter is enrolled. I will also have to attend it but realize that I maybe know more than the actual teachers there. As I shake the head of a bull sculpture we agree I will only take a course to learn Dutch.

I am walking on a sidewalk and see an Italian guitarist friend in a small shop. He has actually just started it with his daughter and a guy is outside removing the stickers from the previous shop. I then also grab some paper I have in my pocket and begin to clean the window but it keeps dirty.

I am crossing a small square when a friend tells me if I can move his car. He actually bought an old jeep and I see that it is slightly outside the parking lines. I then try to figure out how to back up and manage to put the right gear but drive too far out. I try to drive forward and back again.

I am in the shed of our Dutch house and call my Greek friend. He answers saying that he has just moved with his boyfriend from north to south America. He is in the same city of another old friend I have just talked to. As I try to remember his name I realize that they are the same person. 

I am below a small mountain covered in snow and wait for my stepfather and a girl to come down with a sled. As they do so I push them even further but they end up in a forest. There are some trees but then a new slope begins and we start skiing down on frozen grass stopping at the bottom.

I am in a building with a guy doing a university course with me. He is actually copying some essays we will have to read for an exam. The first copy comes out in colour and I press the button to just do it black and white. I then realize that he is also copying the title pages that are unnecessary.

I am in an office with a Japanese friend helping me to restore my social media account. He uses his thin fingers to set the right parameters on my phone and then using chopsticks to mix some coloured fibers in a cup of water. He then asks me for a big brush to make the icon for my profile.

I am in a train station and meet a girl who is studying with me. She then tells me to call another girl who has the essays we have to study for an upcoming test. As I try to find her number our train arrives and I seat hoping she can seat next to me but another university classmate does so.

I am walking in a city at night and see a big bottle of an expensive perfume. A girl is standing next to it and she shows me that the bottle has steps and I can walk up to get her a smaller bottle. I then try to do so but as I reach the top I get afraid of falling down and she has to come helping me.

I am walking up a hill and see my mountain village. My neighbour is busy talking with another person but his fascist son is on the terrace. I then think of debating with him about the history of fascism but as I approach I realize that he is talking on the phone and it is better not to disturb him.

I am in a room with two girls helping me making the mosaics for my project. As I look carefully I see that they are just playing around making their own mosaics but using some of the pieces I need for my mosaics. I then tell them to please don't use those and seat down to make them myself.

I am in a supermarket about to check out with a lot of grocery. Another costumers puts all his grocery with mine and a machine automatically makes the bill for both of us. I then realize I need to have a special card to pay but the lady at the cashier says it is not possible and calls her boss.

I am with my daughter looking at pictures of her when she was still in her mother's belly. The latter is completely shaved and one picture shows her walking to the hospital to give birth. Another is a video of her getting in the hospital room and she walks outside the screen and into the air. 

I am in the corridor of a school trying to talk to a native Indian. He is actually the professor of a class I am teaching and I want to tell him that I have ideas to make the students less bored. As I am about to present them another native Indian leader comes to bring him a gift and talk to him.

I am in a garden picking up my clothes that are scattered around. As I put my belt back on I see another pair of jeans on a bench. As I check them out I realize that they are from an expensive brand and they cannot be mine. I then realize that my former art professor is also there reading.

I am in a hostel with a guy and he gets some food from the fridge. I am actually not hungry and just grab a salad. I then walk down the corridor to eat somewhere alone but another guy stops me to ask for some toothpaste. He wants it of a very specific brand and I realize he must be mad. 

I am dressing up like a blond hooker and walk with another blond hooker down a road. We actually need to pass by a Polish guy seating in his car and I hope he doesn't want to give us a ride. As he actually tells us to get in my ex wife arrives with an expensive car and we get in with her.

I am in a class and the students get up all together to greet me. I then tell them to start walking randomly around and look for someone to direct them. There is a tall student showering in the bathroom but he doesn't want to come out. I then ask a girl and she makes everyone to stop.

I am on an Italian beach with a Dutch mill. The water is very beautiful and we go in but realize that one of the girl is very young and the other must be her mother. As we go out again an older woman tells me that the latter lost her husband on a beach while the former was in the sea bathing.

I am passing the gate of a station but need to fetch my card and have to put my luggage down. As I do so an Indian woman behind me kicks me in the butt. She wants me to hurry but I keep taking my time. She then kicks me again but I keep being calm even if she accuses me to get angry.

I am in a hotel running away from a guy who wants to beat me up. I then make inside a room but it has a glass door and I can see that the guy is hidden waiting for me to come out again. As I open the door he throws a vase inside and I take a long candle holder to protect me but he runs away.

I am in an American airport trying to find the gate where my flight is departing. It is far away and I get on a taxi with two diplomats to reach it. As we finally do so there are only few minutes left but I meet other passengers are taking it easy saying that we can always take another flight.

I am in our Dutch house and get a message from my stepsister. It is a screenshot of a conversation she had with our mother. She just wants to show me an icon she made for her upcoming wedding but I read below that she has received so much money for it that her bank account got full.

I am in the garden of a villa and see that there is long grass. I then decide to use a machine to cut it and walk in the back of the villa to fetch it but the son and daughter of the owner keeps following me. I anyway turn on the machine but make holes on the ground and I try to cover them up.

I am in a playground standing on top of a small mound. A girl comes up to go down with the slide and a hear a woman behind me saying that she is very tall. I then turn around to tell her that the girl must be Swedish but the woman is my mother and she is also very tall and Italian like me.

I am in a restaurant where the owner tells me that I can install the texture I am making for my project. I am very happy about it and he shows me the terrace where I can install them. The side facing the sea is too short and the longer side is just facing the road. I then decide to give up the idea.

I am walking down the road at night and see an old woman walking across a field. We actually intercept each other and decide to walk together but the road is dark and there are cars coming our way. I then turn on the light on my phone so as at least they can see us and we don't get run over. 

I am cleaning up the living room of our Dutch house when an old family friend arrives with his kids. He wants to go for a long hike together but I don't know how we will do it with the kids. As he throws old bread in the garden I remember that their grandfather is coming to babysit them.

I am watching a movie about a father listening to his daughter preparing an assignments. She claims that the German dictator invented a whole new style when he was a painter. The father than goes to see his daughter school master and find that he is also a Nazi collecting looted art works.

I am in a car with my stepfather and an old family friend driving down the mountains. We actually come to a crossing and I realize that both ways can brig us down to the lowland but the right way is much longer. I then try to talk to my stepfather but he doesn't listen to me and takes the left.

I am with my girlfriend in an empty cafe and realize that it is now run by an American journalist. He brings us water and asks whether we want to buy an old closet. It is not so interesting and he takes us in another room where there are many sofas. My girlfriend likes one but is not for sale. 

I am in a church when my parents' priest comes out with a whip. He then starts chasing me and I run inside the restaurant where my parents are. He takes a seat with them and I accuse him to have no principles. I also make the same accusation to a philosopher and expel them both.

I am with a guy in abandoned adventure park and take the escalator up a very high slide. He then proceeds to go down but there is only a pole to do so. A man standing below then explains me how to put my feet against the curves. I do so and then pull the pole against me and slide down.

I am with my family driving at night. We are actually going down south and realize that I have a map of an island. I then tell my girlfriend that we should go there but she is not convinced. A woman approaches and tells us of a nice beach on the island where she also went when she was young.

I am in our Dutch house with my high school friends. I actually say hi to them and I am about to leave when another friend remembers that we have to start carrying chairs down the road to help another friend. As we do it once my friend wants to go back to get more chairs but I want to go.

I am in a French village with my girlfriend and kids. We are actually standing behind a farm and see that there is a microphone standing among some small pigs. One of them is the son of the owners and hear his mother coming. I imagine her to be also very ugly and I realize that I was right.

I am in a Canadian forest and hear a guide announcing the interesting sites I can visit there. We then start walking up and he tells me that the native Indians there use to cross ponds with canoes. We also start finding many ponds but they are too small and I manage to walk around them.

I am on a train and reach a station where I have already been. I then get out and take the escalator down although there is a crowd coming with the same escalator up. I then think I made a mistake but as I reach the bottom I see the signs showing that I was right and they made the mistake.

I am in a mall and send pictures to my sister of a present I could buy there for my oldest son. As she disapproves I reach a cafeteria and see that a girl is making tea for herself. I then also get a cup but it is too dirty and I try to wash it only with water. It is still dirty and I try with soap.

I am in the mountain field where I am building my museum and start putting the textures around it with the help of a friend. I then realize that the final museum is very small but there are people already coming to see it. I then hide below the road and surprise two girls spying from their car.

I am at a dinner with many professors and one of them invites me to speak Dutch. I then tell him what I know and actually manage to make a few sentences. He is quite impressed about it but my former Swedish professor starts yelling at me that I should be ashamed of knowing so little.

I am with my oldest aunt at a station waiting for a train. We are actually on the wrong platform as we are about to go to the right one we hear an announcement. It says that for the first time in history our train has had an accident. I then see it approaching the station completely roofless.

I am with my stepfather and enter a church where the former family priest is praying. He has been excommunicated and we just seat in the back of the church not to interfere with him. As he comes our way he avoids talking to us but then my stepfather tells him that he is trying to help him.

I am outside a zoo and find that there is no gate to go inside. I then take a hammer and some nails to hang a sign on the animal gates but I am doing that a buffalo comes my way. I threaten him with the hammer but also an Indian cow starts charging. As I am backing up the security comes.

I am walking on a road at night and reach a ruin where a friend is sleeping. There is actually a film crew there and he has left. I then get in a room and explain to the film directors how I have walked from another ruin. As I draw the map on a white board my friend also comes inside.

I am with my twin sister in a convent. We are both dressing up like priests and go to the bathroom to perform a ritual with an aluminum foil on our foreheads. There are two other priests inside and we have no idea how to do the ritual. We wait for them to leave and then I just lock the door.

I am walking down a path and realize that it has been chiseled on a very hard purple granite. I then realize that it was the work of a man who was heart broken and committed himself to this work. I first think that he must have spent years doing that but I hear that it was only for a few days.

I am in a small shop with the owner who shows me the sign on the window. It is very old and it claims to be selling very modern motorcycles. Only some rusty ones are left but he tells me how he was able to renovate one and sell it. I then think it must have waited a long time to do so.

I am at a restaurant seating with my girlfriend and a guy showing us a special hammer. I then ask him if he can hot with it an apple that is in the middle of the table but the tip of the hammer is too curved and he is unable to do so. He then holds it in his hands and manage to hit it on the side.

I am in a cabin and realize that I actually own it together with the hunter who has been trying to block the building of my museum. It is very dirty and I decide not to clean it so that he will be disgusted. I also go to the toilette to pooh and think of not flushing but then decide to do it anyway.

I am in our Dutch village market and meet my Neapolitan musician friend. He then tells me of the time he use to leave in his hometown with delicious bread loaves hanging on the walls. I ask him if there was anything he didn't like and he tells about the shoes he found of people who got killed.

I am in a small kitchen with my girlfriend when German soldiers come in. She can actually speak their language but I stay quiet. As I see that they are friendly I ask them who will take care of their political prisoners but realize it was as a secret that they were keeping them and I get arrested.

I am in an office with a professor who starts telling me about how to be political correct. As I am getting quite bored about it I just decide to walk out without saying anything. I then get back in and explain that I had to move my kids stroller from the street but she understands that I am lying.

I am watching a film about a man walking on a beach. There is a gang approaching with their motorcycles and he asks for a ride but they start to assault him. An old man then arrives on a racing car and tells the gang to stop. They agree and the guy takes a seat next to the old man.

I am in a living room seating on the floor playing with my daughter. Her grandmother is also seating next to me looking at our photo albums. She actually sees the photos of our daughter when whe was very young and says that she was very ugly. I then get upset and try to seat somewhere else.

I am in the street in front of our Dutch house with my best friend when a lady arrives with a small cabriolet. We then wait for her to park and tell my friend to help me lift it forward. We manage to do so and impress the two young daughters of the lady that are also outside watching the scene.

I am in a classroom and see my Polish friend at the door. The students are surrounding him and I also go there crawling on the ground. He doesn't notice me and I grab his feet. As he sees me he says that he accept the apologies I wrote him in my last letter and that we are now again friends.

I am on a small hill overlooking the sea and decide to put our sun umbrella there. A lady also puts her umbrella next to me so that her daughter can play with my daughter but the latter is already playing with other kids. They are actually next to the sea and I decide to move the umbrella there.

I am in a small kitchen with my Russian friend. We are seating at the table and I inform him that an old friend has committed suicide. He is not impressed and kept chatting about other things while I use the contours of some square stickers on a drawings I made of an installation with a grid.

I am in a movie theater with a crowd of people ready to watch a new film. They are supposed to make love watching it but it is announced that everyone is obliged to have a partner. A girl only brought a dildo along and I see her walking around looking for someone but everyone is paired up.

I am in my Venetian apartment and hear my tenants saying that the rent is too high. I then quietly leave the apartment and go in the basement to talk to other students about it. There are two twin sisters and I complain with them about the amount of expenses I have for the apartment.

I am in a public toilette checking where I can pee but everywhere there are people getting changed. As I walk passed all the toilettes a fat guy tries to push me in one with him but I manage to avoid him and end up going in a toilette with a guy who has just finished to put on a military uniform.

I am walking outside of an industrial building talking to an Italian friend on the phone. He should receive the pieces I shipped to his industrial building for the construction of my museum but tells me to postpone the delivery. It is actually holiday there and wants to receive the shipment later. 

I am in my study when my girlfriend calls me down. I do so and find a gay couple who accuses me to have harassed their kids. I then explain how the latter used a crane to make us wet and I only held him by the ankle to let it go. The parents then agree that I did the right find and go home.

I am in the kitchen of a villa making pasta. I add quite some salt but then see that my girlfriend also puts a lot of powder bouillon in the sauce. I tell the owner of the villa that we added couscous and as it gets time to eat I see that her husband and her have gone else where to eat sword fish.

I am with my girlfriend visiting a street with some nice villas. She actually has the keys to visit a small one and we go in with the stroller but make the floor dirty. As she cleans it I realize that the interior is connected to the villa next door and that there could be still people living there.

I am walking with old man along a fence below a hill. On the opposite side there are some vegetable gardens and he wants to show me the one that he has recently abandoned. There should be two exotic birds guarding it and he calls them. They answer but are sad to have been abandoned. 

I am in a big river with other friends and we let the current take us forward. As it gets too fast I tell my friends to move to one side. They want to keep on going but I show them how the river is turning into several smaller streams. As I speak we see one small duck gets swollen in one of them.

I am in my mountain village talking to a neighbour's wife. She is now leaving in a newer house built in the courtyard of the older houses and I realize that she just doesn't want to have to deal with her sister-in-law. We actually need to go talk to the husband of the latter who is angry with us.

I am in a workspace and meet a young Italian who really likes my hair. He then asks me how I managed to cut them that way and brings me to his desk where he has a razor. It is similar to the one I have but is much latter and can only cut in two different sizes but not the one I normally use.

I am walking inside a metal structure where I have my clothes. I then realize that there is a dangerous man inside and walk out again. As I reach the bottom floor I realize that I have been building the structure and some of the metal is already rusting. I touch it and find that I did not welded.

I am in a primary school picking up my youngest son. He has just started there and the young English teacher complains that he poohs twice every morning. He also poohs in the afternoon and I can barely believe that she is saying the truth. I anyway avoid any discussion and just pick him up.

I am biking for the first time on the other side of a railroad. The landscapes looks beautiful and I am very excited. I keep following the main road but the sun gets in my back and I decide to turn around and follow a smaller road facing the sun even though on the way back it will be behind me.

I am at an art biennial checking out the piece that has won the main price. It is a wooden vehicle and I open the main door only to find a white glass inside. As I walk out not knowing what it is about my girlfriend explains me that it works as a special window that allows visitors to spy others. 

I am in a restaurant seating next to my best friend and try to tell him about the financial scheme I have in mind to get people in my project museum. My brother-in-law is also present and makes fun of the idea. I then get angry with him and my friend tells me I am better off as an electrician.

I am in a hospital waiting to get the vaccine against the virus that has caused a big pandemic. It is on my girlfriend's name but she is not there and they tell me to line up anyway. On a second thought they ask me for my passport but I cannot find it and I give them my Swedish driver license.

I am following a girl in an airport and she makes me go through the security without getting checked. We then seat in a bench to eat pizza and I show her a light in the horizon. As I am about to tell her that it is where my installation is we start kissing but then her friends arrive and we stop.  

I am outside a pub with some people and start looking at a graffiti on the other side of the road. It shows a sky with many stars and I invite the girl next to me to count those that are in a pink circle. I count nine but she is able to count at least twelve with some of them being barely visible. 

I am checking my on-line profile and realize that other people with my name have taken my place. As I am about to give up checking whether I am still visible anywhere I realize that there is a small index on the left side where I can search for related topics. I actually appear in most of them.

I am working in a factory and park my car inside to help a colleague loading a small truck. I realize that the car may be on the way but she shows me that we will back up with the truck the other way. I then get on its trunk and start arrange the tubes of many different sizes she passes me.

I am in a park with a small pond filled with golden fishes. I actually want to clean the water and put the fishes in a bucket but as I get ready for the cleaning a sheep come eating the fishes. I then put them back in the water but some of them are eaten and others just start floating dead.

I am in a school I am supposed to renovate with another carpenter. We then inspect the library in the attic and I like it as it is but the carpenter wants to do major changes. He then asks to meet the person responsible for the school maintenance and I realize he is an old classmate of mine. 

I am with my stepfather sailing on a boat to a remote island. There is actually another island that is closer by but we go to another one that is made of huge granite stones. As we walk up to the tallest point we find that the top was also underwater and has been completely carved by the sea.


